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Intermediate District 287 
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Executive Summary 

Project Background 

Area Leaming Centers (ALC) are state-approved programs designed to provide alternative 
educational environments for students who are not succeeding in the traditional system. State 
statutes determine that individuals qualify for ALC services if they meet any of twelve criteria, 
including limited English proficiency, difficulties with academic performance, mental health 
issues, homelessness, and truancy. 

IV 

Intermediate District 287 and its 13 member-districts have responded to students struggling with 
significant and divergent learning issues by establishing more than 30 different programs. 
Independent study, targeted services, and day programs are also available to students age 5 
through adult. Taken together, these programs comprise the largest Area Leaming Center (ALC) 
in the state of Minnesota. The mission of the Intermediate District 287 ALC is threefold: (1) to 
intervene when students demonstrate need for help or specialized attention; (2) to prevent at-risk 
students from leaving school, and (3) to recover stUdents who have dropped out. 

Evaluation Overview 

This evaluation focuses on the ALC administered by Intermediate District 287. It is designed to 
inform planning for alternative programming by gathering information about three main issues: 

• To assess how stakeholder groups within District 287 regard the role of alternative 
programming, and the degree to which they report that the range of current program 
options addresses student needs . 

• To identify areas where stakeholders regard review of current programs or the 
development of new options to be necessary. 

• To gather input from stakeholders about the process of program development and the 
overall coordination of the ALC. 

Multiple forms of data were collected: interviews with member district administrators, surveys of 
counselors, student focus groups, and document review. Each data source was analyzed 
independently. Where applicable, the results were then compared across multiple data forms to 
determine how different stakeholder groups viewed the central issues of alternative 
programmmg. 
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Results 

Purpose of ALC 

• Member-district administrators' descriptions of the purpose of the ALC and its 
relation to general education indicated a clear and commonly held rationale for 
alternative programming. Administrators reported that this understanding of the 
purpose of the ALC is generally shared across roles within their districts. 

• Administrative interviewees indicated valuing ALC services as part of their 
comprehensive educational program. 

• Interviewed students expressed the same rationale for alternative education as 
administrators did, with additional specificity. Students identified a small and 
supportive environment with caring adults, instruction that addressed a range of 
learning styles, curriculum adaptations, expectations for participation, and the 
attention to personal responsibility and social skills as key elements of effective 
alternative programming 

Scope of ALC 

• As a group, while recognizing that not every individual student's needs may be met, 
interviewed administrators and surveyed counselors indicated general satisfaction 
with the range of current programming options, particularly at the high school level. 

v 

• Student focus group participants regarded current program options to be flexible and 
effective. They did not see a need for new program options: in all four student groups, 
students who were interviewed asserted that individuals who want to learn have solid 
educational options available to them through the ALC. 

ALC Programming 

• The diversity of the District 287 member-districts was clearly expressed in the 
administrators' assessments of how programs might be revised or new programs 
developed. District administrators reported wanting to maintain what they saw as 
flexible options under the umbrella of the District 287 ALC. They valued district
specific, contextually-appropriate alternative programming, as well as sustaining and 

· strengthening options offered through the collective. 

• Three main areas of need related to current options were identified for future 
discussion, education, and/or action: program rigor, independent study, and targeted 
services. 
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Program Rigor: The question of how alternative programs meet standards for 
graduation was viewed differently by stakeholder groups. Surveyed counselors 
rated that they frequently needed to respond to concerns about program quality. 
Addressing parents ' beliefs that alternative options were "stigmatized" was 
identified as one of the top four counseling challenges. A small number of 
counselors and two administrators requested that the rigor of alternative options 
be improved. Students, on the other hand, reported that concerns about rigor most 
frequently resulted from outsiders' misconceptions of alternative education. 

Independent Study: The need to examine and update current options for 
independent study was identified by multiple administrators and coµnselors . 
Students described preferring to have some group instruction, in addition to 
having individualized work. 

Targeted Services: Finding ways to improve the alignment between general 
education and targeted services was described as a goal for strengthening the 
impact of these programs. 

• When asked to identify those students who were not being well-served or who were 
most difficult to serve within the current system, administrators and counselors 
identified five clusters as the greatest challenges: 

o Middle level and students making a transition to high school. 
o Older students with severe credit and/or skill deficits 
o Students struggling with behavioral issues, mental health concerns, or 

chemical dependencies 
o ELL/immigrant students 
o Expelled students 

Responding to the above needs could involve revisions to existing alternative 
programs or the creation of new programs. 

ALC Coordination 

• Advisory Committee. Administrators' perceptions about the effectiveness of the ALC 
advisory committee as a means to involve member-districts in the coordination of 
programs and program development varied. Recent improvements were cited, along 
with uniform support for the networking role of the group. Questions about group 
membership and decision-making processes were raised as areas for consideration. 

• Student Placement. The issue of student placement was raised in administrative 
interviews and affirmed through the counselor survey. 
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o Program Space Limitations. Eighty-four percent of counselors reported 
' frequently ' (42%) or ' sometimes' (42%) needing to address issues the ALC 
program has with available space/enrollment options. The need for additional 
enrollment opportunities was defined as most acute for 9111 and 101

h grade 
students. 

Vll 

o Enrollment of special education students . Uncertainty about the review process 
for enrolling special education students within the ALC was a related area that 
67% of counselors reported ['sometimes ' (40%) or 'frequently'(27%)] when 
addressing issues of special education placement. 

o Transportation. Multiple administrators and more than 80% of counselors 
identified distance/transportation as a prohibitive factor related to finding 
appropriate placements. Interviewed students in one focus group identified their 
need for transportation as a serious issue. 

• ALC Program Information. Counselors and administrators described a need for 
additional communication about alternative programming options. Counselors 
identified the need to better understand program purpose and intended audience in 
order to more clearly represent available options to students and parents. Fewer than 
half reported feeling well-informed about alternative options. Three students also 
reported that their counselors were not aware of programming options. Students most 
frequently cited learning about their options through word of mouth (e.g., friends or 
siblings). 

• Accounting. Administrative interviews illustrated that clear communication about 
budget and finances between member-districts and District 287 is an important factor 
in managing the ALC effectively. Questions about cost-effectiveness were raised the 
most frequently . 

• Student Records. Interviewed administrators indicated that further clarification of 
roles in the management of student records (enrollment data, grades, transcripts) 
would be beneficial. Students in one focus group described frustration in working 
between their home district and the alternative program as they prepared to graduate. 

Recommendations 

Recommendations for future action emphasize maintaining the current balance between 
Intermediate District 287 and its member-districts, strengthening communication with counselors 
and students about program options, addressing concerns about program availability, and 
considering how the advisory structure can play an even stronger role in program coordination. 
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Introduction 

Area Learning Centers (ALC) are state-approved programs designed to provide 

alternative educational environments for students who are not succeeding in the traditional 

system. State statutes determine that individuals qualify for ALC services if they meet any of 

twelve criteria, including limited English proficiency, difficulties with academic performance, 

mental health issues, homelessness, and truancy. 

Intermediate District 287 and its thirteen member-districts have responded to students 

struggling with such significant and divergent issues by establishing more than 30 different 

programs. Independent study, targeted services, and day programs are also available to students 

from age 5 through adult. Taken together, these programs comprise the largest Area Learning 

Center (ALC) in the state of Minnesota. The mission of the Intermediate District 287 ALC is 

threefold: (1) to intervene when students demonstrate need for help or specialized attention; (2) 

to prevent at-risk students from leaving school, and (3) to recover students who have dropped 

out. 

The District 287 ALC is an organizationally complex network of services. The ALC is 

managed by Intermediate District 287 administrators under the authority of the District 287 

school board. Member-districts opt to participate in the ALC in different ways and this affects 

the role that District 287 administrators play in relation to alternative programs. Of the 14} total 

programs, 25 are administered and staffed directly by Intermediate District 287. One hundred 

sixteen are administered and staffed by member-districts under the sponsorship of the District 

287 ALC. For these programs, District 287 has an oversight role to ensure program compliance 

with state statute, but day-to-day operations are carried out by the member-districts themselves. 

In addition, one of the member-districts applied directly to the state to establish alternative 
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program options that are organizationally independent of District 287; however, because this 

district continues as a member of District 287, representatives from these programs continue to 

participat~ in some activities related to alternative programs offered by the Intermediate District. 

Each of these organizational structures has its financial and management implications for 

both the Intermediate and member-districts. When enrolling in the District 287-managed day 

programs, for instance, each student carries with him or her the state general education revenue 

to support participation in the alternative day school option. The student's home district, 

however, retains all local funding. The home district grants the diploma based on transcript 

information provided by District 287. In contrast, in the programs managed by the local member-

districts, both state and local funding is retained by the district if educating their own residents. 

Interestingly, in both cases of management options, the District 287 ALC provides all of the 

state-mandated student reporting (e.g., attendance, test scores, and disciplinary incidents) and 

manages billing among districts. 

Given the size and scope of the District 287 ALC and the complex needs of thirteen 

diverse school districts, the school board of Intermediate District 287 determined to conduct a 

review of its alternative programming. As a result, this current evaluation was designed to assess 

the degree to which stakeholders view current program options and the process for determining 

the need for new programs to be effective in serving student needs . After outlining how the 

evaluation was conducted, this report presents data related to three main areas: the purpose and 

scope of the ALC, ALC programming, and ALC coordination~ 
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Evaluation Methods 

To inform planning related to the Area Learning Center in District 287, this evaluation 

addressed three questions: 

• To what degree do stakeholders report that current program options address 
student needs? 

3 

• In what areas, and for what groups of students, if any, do stakeholders believe that 
program review and/or the development of new program options are needed? 

• To what degree do stakeholders report satisfaction with the process of program 
development and the overall coordination of the ALC? · 

Data Collection. Three data sources provided information regarding ALC programming: 

administrator interviews, survey of member district counselors, and student focus groups. These 

were supplemented by document review of program materials. 

Administrator interviews. A representative sample of administrators was sought 

through a purposeful selection process. From the three largest districts, three administrators were 

identified; from all other districts, two were selected. Superintendents, assistant superintendents, 

curriculum directors, special education directors, and principals were included in the selection 

process. Of those identified, twenty individuals were interviewed. Eight declined to participate. 

Interviews were conducted over the phone using a protocol that focused on the purpose of 

the ALC, program development processes, student needs, and the coordination of the ALC 

across member-districts (see Appendix A: Administrative Interview Protocol). When interviews 

were transcribed, infonnation that could identify an individual or district was eliminated. 

Counselor survey. Secondary school counselors from member-districts were surveyed 

using the online survey tool Zoomerang that allowed individuals to respond anonymously. 

Individual survey items were developed to elicit counselors' responses to issues that had been 
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identified through the analysis of administrative interviews. The eight-item survey included both 

forced-response and open-ended items. Counselors were asked to evaluate how informed they 

were about ALC options, and to identify areas in which new program development or program 

improvements were needed to meet student needs (see Appendix B: Counselor Survey). After 

three email invitations, 75 of the 144 invited counselors completed the survey (a 52% response 

rate). 

Student focus groups. Four focus groups were conducted by the independent evaluator 

with students from three alternative learning programs. Two of the programs were administered 

by District 287; one was managed within a member district. Geographically, each of the 

programs drew students from a broad range of member-districts. The focus group size ranged 

from 4-6 students for a total of 20 student participants across the four groups. Freshmen through 

seniors were included in the focus groups. Students were asked to discuss how they had chosen 

an alternative program, their learning experiences within the alternative program, and their views 

of program improvement (see Appendix C: Student Focus Group Protocol). 

Data Analysis 

The transcripts of the administrative and student interviews, as well as counselor's open-

ended responses and written comments, were analyzed using inductive content analysis in which 

responses were categorized by topic for each data set. Within topics, responses were further 

grouped under sub-headings to create a descriptive summary that identified common 

perspectives across the interviews, as well as unique contributions. Multiple-choice items on the 

written survey were analyzed by the frequency of response. The results of the analysis of each 
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form of data (interview, survey, focus group) were then compared to determine areas of 

agreement and alternative perspectives across the data sets. 

Results (Perspectives/Perceptions) 

Findings will be presented for each of main areas of the evaluation, as linked to the three 

questions described above. For the first question, "To what degree do stakeholders report that 

current program options address student needs?", data are presented which relate to 

stakeholders ' understandings of: 

• the purpose of the ALC, 

• its role within the broader system of educational options, and 

• their assessments of the scope of current services are presented. 

For the second question, "In what areas, and for what groups of students, if any, do 

stakeholders believe program review and/or the development of new program options are 

needed?", participants' identification of areas for possible improvement of current programs are 

described, followed by the discussion of areas for new or additional services. 

Finally, participants' perceptions of ALC management are presented to address the third 

question, "To what degree do stakeholders report satisfaction with the process of program 

development and the overall coordination of the ALC?" Paraphrases and excerpts from 

administrative interviews, counselor comments, and student focus group discussions are 

presented to illustrate both commonly expressed perspectives, as well as unique points-of-view. 
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Purpose of the Alternative Learning Center 

Administrative interviews indicated that member-district administrators hold a common 

view of the purpose of ALC and its relation to general education programs. Interviewed 

administrators ' perception is that this view is generally shared across roles within their districts. 

Interviewees indicated valuing ALC services as part of their comprehensive educational program 

(Table 1). Interviewed students expressed the same rationale for alternative education as 

administrators did, with additional specificity. Across the focus groups, students repeatedly 

identified a small and supportive environment, with caring adults, as key features that alternative 

programming offered them, in comparison to their experiences with mainstream secondary 

schools. The students frequently mentioned how the smaller size of the program allowed them to 

develop relationships with adults whom they found to be caring and supportive (Table 2) . 

Table 1: Administrator Perspectives of ALC Purpose 

"I believe that the Area Leaming Center provides an essential component service to a 
comprehensive district program. It complements regular services and traditional 
programming in our junior high and high school." (Administrative interview) 

"The purpose is for students wh9 are not being successful within the regular program but 
who don't have a special education need; it is an alternative for consideration. The goal 
is to see if a change in setting, program size or location flexible schedule or smaller 
student/staff ratio could help a student be successful." (Administrative interview) 

"Generally, we're looking for opportunities for kids in the box we call 'school' as we 
normally provide it- (looking for) alternatives for a different way to learn the same 
material and to be involved in activities for their next steps." (Administrative interview) 

"I believe that each component-independent, day, targeted services--does serve a 
purpose in meeting in student needs." (Administrative interview) 
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Table 2: Student Perspectives of ALC Purpose 

School Size 

"The schools are just so large now. There are so many students ... I think there 
are more kids who need smaller environments." (Student Focus Group) 

"Small classes are probably the biggest thing for me." (Student Focus Group) 

"I knew there would be one-on-one teaching in this school." (Student Focus 
Group) 

"The biggest thing is the smaller size and stalking you! (Director's name) watches 
you; if you skip classes, he knows. And he doesn't even have a written list that · 
he's checking! Being noticed makes a difference." (Student Focus Group) 

Caring Relationships with Adults 

"Because the classes are smaller you get closer with the teachers and you have 
essentially the same teachers. And you see them all the time and you know who 
they are." (Student Focus Group) 

"Teachers here know you and recognize things about you. This is people you 've 
seen every day, so when they tell you something, you have to say to yourself, 
maybe this is something I should take into consideration." (Student Focus Group) 

"There is a passion for our students with our teachers! " (Student Focus Group) 

"Here, they care enough to try and help you. They care to help you focus. 
Someone will come in here with no place to live. One of our teachers spent a 
whole day finding (that student) a place to live. When I first came here I was a 
runaway, and I didn ' t have anyplace to live. Since I've been in (the ALC), I 
haven ' t been living at home. They understand you're going-on to adult[hood]. 
And they don ' t shun you." (Student Focus Group) 

"If you don ' t understand the problem they stick with you. When you miss a day 
they notice." (Student Focus Group) 
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Student groups also reported that their peers were more accepting of them within the 
alternative setting (Table 3). These descriptions of small and supportive environments stood in 
contrast to the students' descriptions of their experiences in mainstream schools, which they 
perceived to be impersonal, and even unsafe (Table 4). 

Table 3: Student Perceptions of Peer Group within ALC 

"What I love about (the alternative program) is you can look any way. You can dress any 
way." 

"At (the former high school) - everyone was broken down by everything else ... And 
everybody was pinned against each other. It was so racist and I hated it. Here you can hang out 
with anybody." 

"I have never once heard anything here- any disrespectful comments. You'd be kicked out." 
(Student Focus Group) 

"You're not afraid to talk to anybody. We're like one family . Everyone eventually has a class 
with someone. Everybody." 

"It's kind of like Cheers [where 'everybody knows your name, and they're always glad you 
came']." (Student Focus Group) 

"The classes are real. It 's honest. You' re more understanding because you see people ' s 
situations." 

"We're on the same level." (Student Focus Group) 

Table 4: Student Perceptions of Mainstream School Climate 

"The problem with mainstream high schools is how impersonal it is. No one was going to notice 
that I was there or not." (Student Focus Group) 

"I only remember two names out of my (mainstream) high school teachers." (Student Focus 
Group) 

"I got lost in the system." (Student Focus Group) 

"I never felt safe in that high school. Every morning I'd wonder, 'What's going to happen to me 
today?"' (Student Focus Group) 

8 
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In addition to making it possible to participate in a program whose size felt manageable 

and environment supportive, students also described the purpose of the ALC as offering 

education that was truly an alternative. In all of the groups, students mentioned these 

programming elements as key to the purpose of the ALC: instructional approaches that addressed 

a range oflearning styles, curriculum adaptations, and expectations for participation (Table 5). 

Table 5: Students' Views of Purpose of Alternative Education: Instructional Approach 

Learning Styles 

Curriculum Adaptations 

CENTER FOR 
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"Everyone doesn 't learn the same." 

"People have different learning styles." 

"I'm more of a verbal learner." 

"Classrooms are more hands on." 

"The classes are visual- not as many long boring readings. The 
teachers ask you what you understand." 

"Teachers are interactive. We do a lot more discussing." 

"We get different perspectives on things here. When we study a 
topic like World War II in (the alternative program), we still learn 
something new." 

"Here we look at every different part of the topic that we are 
studying. Not just guidelines." 

"The teachers give me options." · 

"The teachers learn from us and bring what we know into the lesson." 

"They use the allotted time to give us as much information as they 
have. Whether it is the regular curriculum or not." 
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"They use the material to get the majority of the kids interested." 

"It's a great program." 

"I like the independent work." 

"When we do long readings, we get help." 

"It is easier for us to understand, as opposed to normal, mainstream 
high school. Our [learning] is more broken down." 

"They treat this like life. If you mess up here, you did it. And if you 
succeed, you know that you did it." 

"If you want it, you better go and get it. That's the real life. No one is 
going to be, 'Do this because I'm your friend.' No one can help you 
with life. Other schools they'll tell you 'You have to do this.' This 
school, they say, 'If you don't do it, it's your problem.' They make 
you do it on your own, but they give us more time to do things." 

"For the kids who come into this program who just think it's going to 
be an easier way to get through it, they are here because they want an 
easy way. But they'll find out you have to be awake. You have to be 
'Here' ." 

"You actually have to apply yourself here. You either get far ahead or 
you fall really far behind." 

"You need to be self-motivated." 

Intermediate District 287 
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Scope of the Area Learning Center Programs 

As a group, while recognizing that not every individual student's needs may be met, 

administrative participants indicated general satisfaction with the range of current programming 

options, particularly at the high school level (Table 6). 

Similarly, while identifying areas for program improvement, student focus group 

participants did not see a need for new program options; they could not identify any group of 

students whose needs are not being met in the current ALC. In all four student focus groups, 

interviewed students asserted that individuals who want to learn can learn in the educational 

options available to them through the ALC (Table 7). 

Table 6: Administrators' Perceptions of ALC Scope 

"In general, I feel as though we have a sense of where a service could be offered that is 
required. Whether we always feel as though these options are always the best or the most 
cost-effective, we do have a system where we can figure it out." (Administrative 
Interview) 

"[District] 287 has the full range of opportunities. They just opened a Sober school-
they look at what the needs are and build programs." (Administrative Interview) 

"At the high school level there are options. We have a credit recovery program and 
we're doing some special things at the 9th grade level. Through 287 there are several 
different options. I haven ' t seen that students are not able to find alternatives at the high 
school." (Administrative Interview) 

"We are able to use services that 287 offers like an online course for a student who is 
pregnant and we are able to use the career training. Not just independent study-but the 
other programs and the career components." (Administrative Interview) 

"Gap or niche? I can't say specifically; nothing comes to mind immediately. If our 
programs don't meet student needs, we ask, 'When they don't work here, where else 
might they work?"' (Administrative Interview) 

"Our community is not requesting programming options." (Administrative Interview) 
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Table 7: Student Perceptions of Program Scope and Student Motivation 

"The only problem kids seem to have in here is wanting to learn. If you can ' t come to this 
school and not try, that' s pathetic." (Student Focus Group) 

"This school is not perfect; you have to want to do it." (Student Focus Group) 

"I think any kid who has gone through the mainstream can succeed here. I don ' t see a 
certain group of people who couldn't do this school." (Student Focus Group) 

"The people [kids] who don't care. The only people who think they can make it up in 
summer school are the ones who fall through the cracks." (Student Focus Group) 

The scope of the programming available through the ALC was judged to be adequate by 

participating interviewees in providing a range of options that could meet the needs of students. 

Perhaps significantly, when students were probed further about whether other options should be 

developed for particular groups of students, they responded that attending to individual's needs 

through the diversity of the groupings within the current ALC is a strength of the program. For 

instance, one student commented, "We learn a lot socially. There are different cultures and 

people and everyone meshes" (Student Focus Group.) 
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Area Learning Center Programming 

While participants indicated that new programming was not warranted within the ALC, 

they did offer suggestions for improving and developing current programs. The diversity of the 

13 member-districts was highlighted in the suggestions for program improvement; many of the 

suggestions for improvement were mentioned a single time (e.g., advanced foreign language 

opportunities) but not reiterated by others. The areas for program development or improvement 

that were mentioned by multiple participants will be described below, but the first result related 

to alternative programming is that the needs identified by stakeholders were different as often as 

they were the same. 

Member-district and District 287 programs. District administrators valued district-

specific, contextually-appropriate alternative programming, as well as sustaining and 

strengthening options offered through the collective. Most described the ALC system as offering 

complementary options that are responsive to the range of students' needs: 

"We have done a good job of making that (serving student needs) happen as much as 
possible, specifically at the high school on and off site. It provides opportunities where 
students who could have left the district can stay in and still be served." (Administrative 
Interview) 

"We like to have students participating in our own home-grown programs but know that 
some students need to go to a program somewhere else. But for mid-level and targeted 
services, the district has a great deal of ownership and wants to maintain that." 
(Administrative Interview) 

A few administrators expressed an interest in strengthening or expanding their district's 

alternative options and described a relationship in which the intermediate district served more in 

a capacity-building or administrative role: 

" [The] general philosophy is that we want to be able to meet students' needs within our 
own schools rather than sending them somewhere else-how can we build our capacity 
so that we could set up something, offer something on site, perhaps with assistance from 
287?" (Administrative Interview) 
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"I see these [programming] efforts happening at the local level and then working through 
287 as the agency to accomplish this . .. We want to keep the history and sense of 
identity; this is attractive to families and allows us to build on community. 287 is the 
procedural piece." (Administrative Interview) 

Interviewed administrators reported that they had found flexibility in alternative programming 

options under the umbrella of the District 287 ALC. Taken together with the result related to the 

scope of the ALC, satisfaction with the range in programming options may be related to the 

member district's ability to balance their use of district-based and District 287-based programs. 

Administrative interviews, counselor surveys, and student surveys illustrated three areas · 

where current programs may benefit from review: program rigor, independent studies, and 

targeted services. In addition, participants identified potential areas for program development. 

Program Review: Rigor. The question of program rigor and consistent quality across 

programs was raised in both the interviews and in the surveys. The partic;ipants' contributions 

highlighted the complexity of the issue rather than providing specific recommendations. Two 

counselors and one administrator did explicitly request that the rigor of alternative options be 

improved: 

"We're not always happy with the ALCs- we don't encourage students to go there. We 
try not giving grades-giving credits is OK. The programming is easily abused. Are 
those kids working as hard as other kids are to earn the same credits? Some of the 
programs are great and some are not. How are we to exert influence on the quality? Do 
all of the districts share the concern with quality? I have difficulty with accepting this 
element- it doesn ' t feel fair." (Administrative Interview) 

"We need programs with more rigor. Presently students leave our high school most often 
to escape the demands of the curriculum. They ·want easy classes with no homework." 
(Counselor survey) 

"All of the programs need to be more rigorous . We are graduating students who 
participate in ALC programs who are not well-educated enough to have a high school 
diploma." (Counselor survey) 
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In other instances, data related to rigor centered on the reliability of stakeholder perceptions. 

Interviewees indicated that educators, parents, and students hold strong perceptions about 

program quality but that it is not clear whether these perceptions are accurate. These perceptions 

- accurate or inaccurate - do have the effect of 'stigmatizing' alternative programming: 

"People hesitate on the ALC concept more now than they ever used to-related to the 
rigor. What's so hard to judge is that you have parents and students who are your 
reporters-they think it's easy or an easy way out. I think that is why people are 
concerned about ALCs as a placement- we have never heard about it from the other 
side." (Administrative interview) 

"We have the lowest usage of some of the opportunities that are already available to kids. 
ALC's function as a stigma." (Counselor survey) 

Surveyed counselors identified that responding to negative perceptions about alternative 

programs as an impo.rtant issue. Counselors rated addressing parents' beliefs that alternative 

options were stigmatized as one of their top four challenges when counseling students 

considering alternative program options. One counselor recommended that communication with 

families be expanded, "District 287 provides great programming. 2.87 should work harder on de-

stigmatizing ALC programs" (Counselor survey). Sixty-nine percent of counselors reported 

['sometimes' (47%) or 'frequently' (22%)] needing to address questions about the academic 

rigor/quality of alternative programs. One counselor asked that program standards be 

communicated more fully so that concerns about rigor could be better addressed: 

"Clear district/state guidelines, goals, expectations that are written and/or expressed in 
ways that teachers, parents, other staff and students can thus feel like they know what is 
expected and how to deliver." (Counselor survey) 

In each of the focus groups, students asserted that there are common misconceptions about the 

rigor of alternative programs and about the students who enroll in them (Table 8). 
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Table 8: Students' Perceptions Related to Program Rigor 

"They have the wrong ideas about an alternative school. They think it's like a daycare. 
They have so many different ideas. That's why I don ' t like the stigma that they don ' t do 
anything in alternative schools. What about regular high school? You just go to class and 
just watch them write on the board!" (Student focus group) 

"If you say alternative, parents get scared. You work harder here than you would at a 
normal high school. But it's just on your own." (Student focus group) 

"The programs have bad reputations. It's just seen as places where kids do drugs or do 
fights." (Studentfocus group) 

"Some of the people look down on us . Just because you are in an alternative program 
doesn't mean that you are stupid. A lot of students think if you are in (the alternative 
program) you are stupid." (Student Focus Group) 

"It's biased how colleges look down on alternative programs and stuff. They ' re capable 
of doing college. They're just not capable of being in a mainstream high school." 
(Student Focus Group) 

Student groups discussed how alternative programs required them to participate in their own 
learning in a way in which they had not been asked to do in the mainstream setting (Table 9). 

Table 9: Student Perceptions of Their Involvement in Learning within the ALC 

"You carry on conversations and debates and we're up and talking. The classrooms are 
set up at one table and we are looking at each other ... sometimes we get so into it it's 
like the Stock Exchange- everybody blurting out their points of view! But the teachers 
are bringing it down-"This is what you are learning."' (Student Focus Group) 

"They are going to say that regular schools are more rigorous because it's a set thing 
every day. Here we have to figure it out ourselves, figure it out, do what we see is 
needed." (Student Focus Group) 

"You need to J?e self~motivated . " (Student Focus Group) 

"You have to make a decision. What do I think about this? [Explain] your opinion." 
(Student Focus Group) 
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Students asserted that the structure and size of the alternative program made the concepts more 

accessible. They described the process of learning as being easier, not that the expectations were 

lower: 

" It is easier for us to understand as opposed to normal, mainstream high school. Ours is 
more broken down. But you actually have to do the work to pass." (Student Focus 
Group) 

"I didn 't want to stay after to ask, or draw attention to myself. Here, ifl don 't know 
something, I can get up, and get help, and move on right away." (Student Focus Group) 

"I never, ever used to ask. I didn't want to be stupid." (Student Focus Group) 

Students acknowledged that they did have less homework in the alternative program than when 

they had been enrolled in a mainstream school, but they disagreed that this meant that they were 

not working hard or that they were learning less: 

"The only thing I had trouble with was doing the homework - I don't live at home 
anymore. Work and do homework? I have to work. Here we don't really get homework. 
We do a lot of the work in class work. Try to keep it within the class. And it still works ." 
(Student Focus Group) 

"I do at lot more work in class here than I would in my old school." (Student Focus 
Group) 

"Why do homework if you can show on a test that you've learned the material?" (Student 
Focus Group) 

Students in one of the focus groups particularly emphasized that they believed their coursework 

to be more in-depth than they had experienced in other settings; 

" I'll ask my friends, 'Who is this (historical figure)? ' and they'll say, ' I don ' t know. ' 
And I'll say, 'I know! I know all of this stuff from being in (the alternative program)!"' 

In each of the focus groups, seniors expressed how they felt the program had had high 

expectations for them and supported them in moving toward those goals: 

(The alternative program) has allowed me to find myself and what I wanted to do. They 
keep things open and they push for you and help you find what you want to do. [There's] 
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"I could never just go into the career center and look up colleges and pick up 
applications. I'm too intimidated and it's too new and about leaving high school. But 
because there is smaller size, (the program director) can sit down and help you." (Student 
Focus Group) 

"They've pretty much prepared me to go to college." (Student Focus Group) 

All of the interviewed seniors identified specific plans for their post-secondary education (see 

Appendix D). 

In their final comments about alternative programming two students returned to the 

question of program rigor: 

"I think the quality of the work is what matters." (Student Focus Group) 

"I don't think that it is how tough you learn. It's that you're learning." (Student Focus 
Group) 

These sets of data illustrate that the question of the rigor of alternative programs within 

the ALC is an issue for further exploration and discussion. Administrators, counselors, and 

students agree that the programs are often seen by those outside of the programs as being "easy"; 

this perception has a negative impact, whether it is accurate or not. Interviewed students' 

responses focused on what they saw as significant misconceptions about the nature of alternative 

programming. The most frequent example they gave was of the low expectations of some 

incoming students. One student commented that new students needed to learn that the alternative 

program is not a "daycare," but a place where "you have to be 'Here,"' (i.e., "present"), involved 

and prepared. In all of the focus groups, students expressed resentment of unmotivated fellow 

students in their programs, who had low expectations, and who diminished or disrupted others ' 

learning. Students ' descriptions of the role of self-motivation, the adapted learning structures, 
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and the expectations for post-secondary enrollment indicate important ways that students believe 

alternative programs engage them in rigorous learning. As the counselor survey indicates, these 

qualities could potentially be more explicitly articulated within the ALC and in relation to 

mainstream programs. 

Program review: Independent study. Independent study programming was the second 

most frequently mentioned area for possible program review. Multiple administrative 

interviewees raised the issue of whether independent study options may need to be updated. 

Online options were described by two interviewees as a desirable alternative to "packet" based 

programs: 

"Independent study program are isolated courses and they come back with their credits. What 
has helped us out has been the online [option]. We feel comfortable that students use this 
provider." (Administrative Interview) 

"The one that is offered at the high school for 287 essentially a packet level program-do 
activities and tum it in and they get points and get credit. In this day and age with 
technology, this seems like Neanderthal. I don't think our staff has the ability to make this 
change on their own. Can't imagine that there aren't other districts in this same place, 
whether they have their own program or doing things online- how do we take advantage of 
technology for alternatives?" (Administrative Interview) 

In contrast, one district administrator expressed strong satisfaction with their implementation of a 

"packet-based" program: 

"We have kept up with what we started with. We were given guidelines to follow so every 
single teacher on board uses the same guidelines and grades along the same lines-similar 
packets for the same number of the credits." (Administrative Interview) 

Another administrator commented that the "packet" approach, while effective for many students, 

was not the best approach for English language learners, who needed more language support: 

"We do have some ESL learners who would like more of a verbal option-rather than the 
packet. The method for the ESL students is probably lacking." (Administrative Interview) 
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The need for additional credit-makeup options and clear communication about the program was 

volunteered by counselors, as well: 

"Offer more seat-based learning options as opposed to Independent Study." (Counselor 
survey) 

"Increased communication about what the teachers are doing with students who are 
assigned to our after school ALC classes." (Counselor survey) 

One interviewee described a substantial within-district curriculum development project to align 

independent study options with current standards and expectations: 

"Independent study has been in growth pains since I've been in this district . . . We have 
set aside curriculum development dollars and set aside time for Curriculum Directors and 
ALC practitioners to make sure that the packets are rigorous. It's been a long and arduous 
process." (Administrative Interview) 

Although focus group students were participating in day programs, they did comment on 

the method of using packets as a primary teaching strategy. Some students critiqued this 

approach: 

"We are all in different areas. It would be better ifhe taught it as a course. " (Student 
Focus Group) 

"After your first summer school, you ' re not going to want to do this! Summer school is a 
bunch of packets." (Student Focus Group) 

Others felt they had greater control over their learning in the more independent method: 

"I like being able to map out where I'm at and what I need to do next. I have the number 
of units I need written on the comer of my folder. " (Student Focus Group) 

Examining multiple delivery methods-including, but not limited to online courses, and 

considering how to update current materials-is indicated by the collected data. 

Program review: Targeted services. The third area identified for program review was 

targeted services. This was the least frequently mentioned issue of the three raised by multiple 
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participants, but the concern is a shared one. First, interviewees described themselves as less 

informed about these services. 

"I am less knowledgeable about targeted services-first through 8th grade. Don' t know 
what the criteria for accessing those dollars (are) ... It's important that those dollars are 
really focused on academic interventions. I wonder if there is accountability for that. 
Targeted Services play a very important role to supplement our programming." 
(Administrative interview) 

Second, finding ways to improve the alignment between general education and targeted services 

was described as a goal for strengthening the impact of these programs: 

"One gap we see in the elementary level is the targeted services teacher and the room · 
teacher. It is a little hit or miss. It's perfect if the teacher is providing the targeted 
services. One way to strengthen that connection would be to find time for them to meet 
occasionally- perhaps an extended time arrangement. Coordination is the issue. It 
renders the after school programming less effective." (Administrative interview) 

Based on these suggestions, program review for targeted services might include developing 

strategies for improving communication about targeted services as well as consideration of 

techniques for building collaboration across general education and targeted services. 

Areas for program development. Although participants indicate their satisfaction with 

the current scope of the ALC, multiple respondents identified five areas in which they faced 

challenges in meeting student needs: 

• Middle level and students making a transition to high school. 
• Older students with severe credit and/or skill deficits 
• Students struggling with behavioral issues, mental health concerns, or chemical 

dependencies 
• ELL/immigrant students 
• Expelled students. (see Appendix E: Prograi:n Development Summary). 

Programs for middle level students, as well as for students transitioning into high school 

were identified most frequently by administrators and counselors as an area for program 

development. Thirteen out of the 30 comments (43%) that counselors elected to write in on the 
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survey addressed the need for programming options for middle school students, 9 th graders, or 

other students under the age of 16. Three administrators mentioned having developed in-district 

programs such as a within-school pull-out for middle-school students. Counselors and 

administrators referred to a mid-level program that had been created by District 287 that has 

since closed. The cost of middle level programs was emphasized as a major reason for that 

closure, as well as a challenge for new program development (Table 10). 

Table 10: Administrators' and Counselors' Perceptions of Middle Level Programming 

Within- "Middle school students -we have our "In-house" program- and we're 
district never sure if that is the right program for a middle school student but it's 
programs something. No bright ideas but we probably have more sections of "In-

house" in each middle school and we try to make sure that that program is 
not punitive." 

"Middle school has a school within a school-have about 12 in a smaller 
class setting. Core curriculars taught within ALC- social worker, groups, 
etc . Where not feeling supported, coping skills, etc. Different things that 
happen outside of the classroom. We have had to do this on our own." 

"Superintendent gave me a directive to expand the program to include 
junior high program." 

Expense "Middle school to early high school students-At one time we had a mid-
level ALC in district but it served our students. 287 created it in response to 
our needs. We took it over and ran one. Staffing ratios at mid-levels are 
much richer (10: 1) whereas at the high school you can have more students 
so they tend to pay for themselves . The districts have to augment." 

"To take ten students like that in a classroom and keep them in there for 
most of the day is not (cost-effective) -we're looking for a program design 
for middle school students that we could afford." 
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Given the scarcity of middle level programming, designing ways to support students in 

making a transition into high school was identified as another potential area for program 

developm~nt (Table 11 ). One district administrator described a program that had been developed 

to meet this need: "We developed a transition program for incoming 9th graders. Students who 

were at least two years behind grade level qualified. We had parents asking for their students to 

be enrolled in the program without meeting the criteria. I learned about that from a teacher in 

another member-district. We used the same curriculum as during school year." 

Table 11: Administrators' and Counselors' Perceptions of Transition to High School 

"I would love to see an alternative program for students transitioning from middle 
school to high school who have failed coursework. A place where students are required 
to attend if they have failed a certain number of classes at the middle school 
level ... instead of just moving right on to the high school. (Counselor Survey) 

"We need to find alternative choices for current 8111 grade students who we know are 
behind academically and will be at risk in high school." (Counselor Survey) 

"9th and 10th graders transition to high school-the ALC committee did some research 
on this. I don't know where that is going. That is a continuing need." (Administrative 
Interview) 

"I'm looking at a proposal for IS 9th grade and trying to figure out whether there is a 
computer-based program that could be built in there." (Administrative Interview) 

Area Learning Center Coordination 

Stakeholder feedback addressed the coordination of the Area Leaming Center in District 

287 in five areas: the .role of the advisory committee, student placement, the communication of 

program information, accounting between member-districts and the intermediate district, and the 

management of student records. 
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Advisory committee. Each member district sends a representative to the ALC advisory 

committee, which meets quarterly. Administrators' perceptions about the effectiveness of the 

ALC advisory committee as a means to involve member-districts in the coordination of programs 

and program development varied. Recent improvements in overall management were cited, 

along with uniform support for the networking role of the group. Questions about group 

membership and decision-making processes were raised as areas for consideration (Table 12). 

Table 12: Administrators' Perceptions Related to Program Coordination 

Improvement "Definitely been strengthened. There was a time when ALC was not recognizing ILP 
and not ser\ring those students. That has been strengthened. " (Administrative 
Interview) 

"287 is very open to suggestions we've made, with curriculum, and ideas/procedures, 
being very open to ideas. They're not telling us what to do, but opportunities to share 
what we do and to learn what others are doing." (Administrative Interview) 

Networking "Great to have other districts there talking about their programs. It's nice to be able 
to talk to 287 to find out about 'what ifs'. 287 has been very helpful. Anything I need 
I just call and they help me through paper work or whatever." (Administrative 
Interview) 

"Would see more of the 287 folks for presenting opportunities to learn about what 
other people are doing." (Administrative Interview) 

"It would be great if the advisory could be the resource for sharing, disseminating 
good curriculum. More on the at-risk curriculum stuff. Staff development-it could 
be huge in the staff development-different needs of these students and how to 
support them." (Administrative Interview) 

Membership "I don't know who sits at the table. I don't know that they are at the level of authority 
of person who could move toward integrated services." (Administrative Interview) 

Decision- "I don't fee l as though I have any way to hold them accountable. I don't have time to 
making run their program, and I think that we get used. They go to the next level. 'This has 

been approved by the X committee.' But what happened was that we took your word 
for it and I don't feel that I have a good handle on the issues-I don't have the 
expertise or the time." (Administrative Interview) 
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"Important for 287 to know that we get that they are trying to work with people who 
are all over the map- we know that they are trying to be appropriately cautious and 
respectful. But it's important to get an answer and then proceed- take action. There 
is a need for clarity in terms of who is advising on the board." (Administrative 
Interview) 

Program availability. Stakeholders reported that program space limitations were a 

concern in the Area Leaming Center. Eighty-four percent of counselors reported ['frequently' 

(42%) or 'sometimes' (42%)] needing to address issues with available space/enrollment options. 

As indicated by the perception that program options were needed to support the transition to high 

school (cited above), the need for additional enrollment opportunities was defined as most acute 

for 9th and 10th grade students (see Table 13). 

Table 13: Perceptions Related to Program Capacity. 

"There needs to be a way to get 9th grade students into the program and not just 11th and 12th graders 
who are behind graduating. There also has to be an understanding that an ALC is funded by the at-risk 
variables listed in question 5. I cannot get students into our ALC, instead I am always told about how full 
all the seats are and try next year .. .I have gone to referring out of my own district." (Counselor survey) 

"More staff so enrollments could increase a bit. It seems like there are lots of waiting lists and students 
who are on IEP's or in ELL can't take advantage of the programs. We need to make more space 
available. I had one student accepted and constantly tum kids away from the program. I am told there is 
no room, and I am frustrated that I have kids who would more than likely succeed in the (alternative 
school name) environment after I have expended all other options." (Counselor survey) 

"I understand limiting the number of seats available, yet at the same time more opportunity has to be 
created for students who are in 9th and 10th grade who have gone through school interventions prior to 
going to the ALC." (Counselor Survey) 

"We can never get any 9th grade students placed at the district ALC because they are already full up 
with students in the top three grades. It is very frustrating for both the student and his/her family as well 
as the school because we do not have any options at a junior high level to really reach out and offer the 
extra support necessary for them to be successful. This would be true for 7th and 8th grade as well." 
(Counselor survey) 
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The other issue that stakeholders identified related to student placement focused on 

processes for enrolling students with special education needs. Uncertainty about the review 

process for enrolling special education students within the ALC was identified by counselors as a 

common concern. Sixty-seven percent of counselors reported ['sometimes ' (40%) or 'frequently' 

(27%)] addressing issues of special education placement. One administrator described the 

placement of special education students as an area where procedural improvements could be 

made. This individual emphasized that the member district could improve in providing relevant 

information to District 287 while expressing interest in a clearer rationale from District 287 when 

a decision was made to reject placement: 

"I think within 287 the biggest concern is that there is a judgment before we even get the 
kid started that this might not be a good fit for them. We have had a number of students 
turned down-specific to special ed- we thought it would be appropriate to try ... There 
may not be a full review of the available information. Of course, that could be related to 
how our district is sharing information . .. We have the feeling of exclusion based on 
student (characteristics)- it's perception on our part. We 're getting a 'no' and we think 
this is the sort of kid they are supposed to take. How to improve that?" (Administrative 
Interview) 

Another way in which program availability was perceived to be constrained were due to 

limitations on transportation options: District 287 covers a sizable portion of the Twin Cities 

metro area. Multiple administrators and more than 80% of counselors identified 

distance/transportation as a prohibitive factor related to finding appropriate placements. 

Interviewed students in one focus group identified their need for transportation as a barrier with 

potentially significant consequences: 

"I didn't have a way to get here. I knew this was the one school that could fix my life. 
Transportation would make a big difference. You shouldn't have to have a little slip to 
ride the (school) bus. Everywhere else I had a bus coming to pick me up and I didn' t 
want to come. Here, I want to be here every day. Getting rides is the one problem." 
(Student Focus Group) 
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"Money for transportation would be so much better. Finding a ride home everyday is 
really hard." (Student Focus Group) 

Program information. Counselors and administrators described a need for additional 

communication about alternative programming options (see Table 14). Forty-six percent of 

counselors reported that they disagree that they are well-informed about available programs. 
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Counselors identified the need to better understand program purpose and intended audience 

in order to more clearly represent available options to students and parents. When asked about 

the information that is provided by District 287 regarding new ALC options, fewer than 40% 

agree that they receive timely information that gives them a sound understanding of the goals or 

the program or its the potential audience, or helps them communicate effectively about this 

option to parents and students. 

In one focus group, students also reported that their counselors were not aware of 

programming options. In all of the groups, students most frequently cited learning about their 

options through word of mouth (e.g., friends or siblings). 

Table 14: Need for Program Information 

"Don't know what to say-doesn't seem completely right. Did we know about the program? Do people 
like counselors know how to get into the program?" (Administrative Interview) 

"I'll be honest, I don't recall ever receiving information about District 287 alternative programs in my 7 
year tenure, which is why I often feel that I don't have much knowledge and information to provide 
parents and students." (Counselor survey) 

"The only information I have is that which is found on the web site. I am aware of only one option for 
our students in regards to daytime programming for ALC for students who are in regular ed." (Counselor 
survey) 

"I feel like communication is sporadic about programs and I don 't always know the similarities and 
differences among programs so I can best advise students/parents in their choices." (Counselor survey) 

"I do not recall hearing from District 287 with regard to alternative programming. Most alternative 
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programming which I use to refer students is offered through my own district." (Counselor survey) 

"I am aware only of the option within my school." (Counselor survey) 

Accounting. Administrative interviews illustrated that clear communication about budget and 

finances between member-districts and District 287 is an important factor in managing the ALC 

effectively. In discussing financial issues, administrators often commented not only on ALC 

budgeting but on their district's broader relationship with District 287. Concerns about career 

and technology programs, mentoring, and special education were raised, for example; it was at 

times unclear whether an individual's concern was related to the ALC or to overall accounting 

issues between member-districts and the intermediate district. Questions about timing of 

invoicing and cost-effectiveness were raised the most frequently . These concerns about program 

coordination were described by two administrators as limiting their willingness to consider 

expanding partnerships within the ALC (Table 15). Another administrator questioned whether 

perceptions about cost were fair and realistic: 

"I think in general that 287 is very responsive to member district needs. Member-districts 
want them to do it for a cost that is probably not realistic to deliver .. .! think 287's biggest 
challenge is dealing with the unique and finicky ways of the 13 member-districts
everybody wants something a little different and at low cost. 287 is responsive to that, but it 
is a challenging task." (Administrator interview) 

Gathering additional feedback from stakeholders to assist in delineating accounting concerns that 

are directly related to the ALC from concerns with overall District 287 budgeting issues may be 

needed if ALC staff are to develop effective responses that address member-districts' concerns. 
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Table 15: Administrator Perceptions of Accounting 

"How are we benefited by the ALC agreement? I guess it is all part of the budgeting. How does their 
budgeting process work? We need more transparency at the program level, and at the advisory level. 
More transparency in terms of the broad 287 budget and the allocation. What is special ed, what is career 
and technical, what is gifted? We would all lobby for individual programs, but if the advisory could be 
apprised more of how those decisions are made." (Administrative Interview) 

"I think it would be helpful-it could make the administration of the program easier-where do our 
dollars come from, how do I know where our dollars are going? You feel you have a centralized source 
for guidance and information. Local nuances and what is important to do is within the local and 
establishment needs to be held there. " (Administrative Interview) 

"I think we would have much to gain about further conversations about what we could do to integrate 
and think in tandem about how to serve our students. The risk is cost. I think one of the problems 287 has 
is that it's a financial , murky mess. It is difficult for people to understand the relationship between the 
districts and 287. They just brought in a new method of budget and now they are having a reexamination 
of the method of costing that they just went to . This is an example of something that makes it difficult for 
financing- the lines are not clear to everyone who uses the services. It makes it difficult to look for new 
possibilities." (Administrative Interview) 

"We need from 287 timely, accurate accounting for kids who are there. Child by child. Here ' s the bill at 
the end of the quarter. One of the financial idiosyncrasies-the money is deducted automatically. We 
send the money and it's (a service) billed against us. Perhaps if the process was different. Holding the 
budget is power. We feel rather powerless. If we wanted to start a consortium for our (new alternative) 
program- how will the money flow back to us for the students we put into the program? We feel limited 
in programming that would be outside of what they would offer." (Administrative Interview) 

Student records. Interviewed administrators indicated that further clarification of roles in 

the management of student records (enrollment data, grades, transcripts) would be beneficial 

(Table 16). Also, students in one focus group described frustration in working between their 

home district and the alternative program as they prepared to graduate. 

Table 16: Administrator Perceptions Related to Data Management 

"One of the struggles that we had when we moved under the 287 banner is just about the record
keeping, paper work, computer system information services. We 're still struggling with this to 
some extent . . . We have issues around transcripts ... Our district want grades reported on our 
transcripts. But along the way, is there a way to produce an electronic report and to 
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automatically feed this into the district system? Streamline across the two (districts)." 
(Administrative Interview) 
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"Who does what in terms of transcripts/tracking credits, etc? Who does the grunt work? The 
counselors· feel the students are out of sight out of mind. Since 287 takes the revenue, my guess 
is the truth is somewhere in between- resident districts vs. ALC staff-credits needed for 
graduation, tracking those." (Administrative Interview) 

Discussion and Recommendations 

Recommendations for next steps are drawn from the data analysis reported above, and 

highlight areas where multiple forms of data indicated that stakeholders regarded future problem-

solving and action as necessary. 

Program Review. Developing an informed action plan to prioritize and respond to 

identified areas for program review/development was the stated goal for this evaluation and is, 

therefore, the most evident recommendation. 

Communication. The need to strengthen communication with counselors and students 

about program options is clearly indicated. 

Enrollment. Given the vulnerability of the population for whom alternative programming 

is designed, the concern over available space is significant. Exploring options for flexibly 

staffing alternative programs, and expanding available slots where needed, are issues for 

consideration. 

Collaboration. Establishing opportunities for information-sharing and cooperation among 

general education and alternative program staff could generate meaningful discussions about 

rigor in curriculum and pedagogy, build resources needed to strengthen independent study, and 
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align targeted services. Building stronger dialogue across programs could also allow staff within 

the ALC to share with mainstream educators the kinds of perspectives that were provided by the 

ALC students who were interviewed. 

Advisory Role. Gathering input from member-districts about the role and membership of 

the ALC advisory could position the advisory group to respond strategically to issues of 

coordination and to build their collective expertise 

These recommendations focus on strengthening a system that stakeholders reported as, on 

the whole, working effectively for students and for member institutions. Maintaining district 

flexibility to design contextually appropriate responses within the ALC structure was particularly 

seen as a strength of the current ALC system. One administrator highlighted that the act of 

balancing needs was a particular strength of the District 287 ALC: 

"They are good people at 287. We enjoy our relationship. They run a fine organization 
and are very responsive individuals . They have customer service down pretty well. Good 
work in the area of strategic planning. I do not envy them having to have all member
districts . What a dance!" (Administrative Interview) 

Continuing to balance member-district initiatives and the resources of the collective within a 

comprehensive plan allows the District 287 ALC to offer a full range of programs to students. 

The significance of the efforts of District 287 and its member-districts to offer high 

quality alternative programming was also vividly illustrated by counselor and student comments. 

When asked what they would say if they had a chance to speak to member-district 

superintendents or legislators, students spoke compellingly of how these programs had made a 

difference-not only in their learning, but in their lives: 

"They need to know that it can save a lot of people's lives ." 

"It's important to keep watching the alternative schools. Yes, we get the people who 
don't care and don't change-but look at all the people who have! It can really change 
your life." 
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"This is a privilege school. You don ' t have an attitude here. This is your second, maybe 
last chance. You screwed up. You owe it to the world to do what you need to do. Ifl 
hadn't found this school I wouldn 't have gone back to school. Ever. This school saved 
my life." (Studentfocus group) 

Another student stated the case in the simplest of terms: "We have the right to a place to learn." 

As shown by the stakeholders' reports, the ALC in Intermediate District 287 is effectively 

providing those places that can make it possible for a student to find an alternative educational 

path. 
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Appendix A: Administrative Interview Protocol 

Interview Questions: ALC Advisors/ Administrators 

The goal of this interview is to understand the planning processes that are currently in place to 
develop the ALC in District 287 and its member-districts and to get your ideas (as a member of 
the District 287 Area Leaming Center Advisory Committee) on needs within the region. This 
information will be helpful to both District 287 and its members in planning for programming 
across the region and in developing programming for certain "niche" areas of need. 

Just as a note, when! refer to the ALC or to alternative program, I am thinking about the full 
range of alternative programs (targeted services, day programs, independent study). 

I want to be sure that I can summarize your point of view correctly, so I would like to tape
record our conversation. You can feel comfortable, though, that your name will not be used and 
we will eliminate or alter any information that could identify you, your school, or your district in 
any written documents. While summaries or short excerpts of your comments may be used, in 
general, we will be reporting common issues expressed by many of the interviewees rather than 
focusing on any one individual 's experiences. Is it all right with you ifI tape record our 
conversation? 

The interview should last about 15-20 minutes. Are you ready to begin? 

1. Tell me about your current position and your role/past experiences in working with 
alternative programming. 

2. How do you see the central purpose of ALC programming in relation to general 
education options within your district? To what degree would you say that this perception 
is shared- within central administration? By teachers in general ed and alternative 
programming options? (what's the implication of this?) 

3. To what extent do you see current programming options as meeting student needs? Can 
you give me an example of how ALC options have shifted in focus in response to 
changes in demographics? 

4. Do you see any "gaps" in programming? Are there any groups of students you would 
identify as not currently having adequate or relevant ALC program options that meet 
their needs? What kinds of programs may need to be created in the future? 

5. With that sense of purpose in mind, let's talk about the current procedures your district 
uses when developing alternative education programs. How are needs for alternatives 
identified within your district? 

a. What process would be followed to determine whether to establish a new 
alternative program is needed in your district? 
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b. How do you assess how a new program would fit into your existing offerings? 

6. District 287 describes having a responsibility as holders of the charter to coordinate the 
services of the ALC (minimizing overlap between programs, fostering a comprehensive 
set of services). What role do you see the advisory playing in coordinating ALC program 
development efforts across the member-districts in 287? 

a. In what ways do you see this group functioning effectively in coordinating 
program offerings (identifying needs, clarifying and resolving areas of overlap, 
recommending students who might need assistance) 

b. How might the coordination of ALC program offerings across District 287 be 
improved? What specific suggestions would you have for improvement? 

7. How great do you believe the need is for an overall coord~nated K-12 ALC plan? What 
benefits does/would a coordinated approach bring to you/your district? Any downsides? 

8. I've finished with my questions, but I expect that you may have other comments that 
you'd like to contribute. Is there any other feedback you'd like to offer? 
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Appendix B: Counselor Survey 

District 287 ALC Survey 

Since 1989, through the Area Learning Center, Intermediate District 287 has 
held the charter for alternative programs. Under this charter, 29 day programs 
and 33 independent sites are made available to students across the region. 
Some of these programs are operated by member-districts and some are 
operated directly by the Intermediate District. Throughout this survey, please 
consider this broad range of options when responding to questions related to 
District 287 alternative programs. 

In my role as a counselor, I work with students who are considering 
alternative programming options. 

a Never to rarely (none or one student within a year) 

a Infrequently (two to five students in a year) 

~ Regularly (Six to 15 students in a year) 

~ Frequently (More than 16 students in a year) 

~ I am no longer in a counseling role 

~ Other, please specify 

I feel well-informed about the current options in ALC alternative 
programming that are available for students. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
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When new ALC alternative programs are established through District 
287, I receive information that 

Strongly Disagree 

is timely 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Agree 

4 
Strongly Agree 

gives me a sound understanding of program goals 

informs me about the potential audience for the program 

f' ,2' i 
~ 

helps me communicate effectively about this potential choice to 
students and their parents. 

N/A 

0 

Please provide, if you choose, additional feedback related to 
communication of alternative programming options AND/OR If you 
marked N/A to any of the items above, please explain: 

In my experience counseling students, I have had the most difficulty 
finding an appropriate alternative programming option for students who 
(mark all that apply) 

are English Language Learners 

are extremely low-performing (e.g. severely behind in credits) 
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O have mental health issues 

1[) exhibit behavioral problems 

U have been expelled 

0 are older than the typical high school student 

() are struggling with chemical dependency 

Q are pregnant/parenting 

Q Other, please specify 

In the past year, when counseling students who were considering 
alternative programming, I have needed to address the following 
concerns: 

Never 
2 

Rarely 
3 

Sometimes 

questions about the academic rigor/quality of the program 

issues with distance/transportation 

issues with available space/enrollment openings 

considerations of special education placement 

4 
Frequently 

........................................................................................................................................................................ ·············································· 
students' perception that alternative options are stigmatized . 

parents' perception that alternative options are stigmatized. 
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parental preference/advocacy for a specific option 

ways to meet the students ' needs without changing schools 

questions about cost to the district 

What kinds of program revisions or new programming (if any) would 
you recommend based on your observation of current student needs? 

Please provide, if you choose, other feedback related to alternative 
learning programs that you feel would inform ALC planning and 
practices in District 287. 
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Appendix C: Student Focus Group Protocol 

[Note: Students were purposefully selected by their teachers or counselors to participate in the 
focus groups, with the intention of having a broad range of interests, abilities, and reasons why 
they were attending the ALC. Participation by students was voluntary and appropriate measures 
were taken to ensure their rights at all times.] 

1. Tell me a little about how you made the decision to enroll. .. what other options, if any, did 
you consider? 

2. What adults played a role in making your decision? 

3. Is this program meeting your needs? In what ways is it/is it not? 

4. Are you making progress? If yes, what is helping you? If no, what are some of the barriers? 

5. What are the strengths of this program? Weaknesses? 

6. Thinking about yourself and people you know, what kind of school might be needed that 
doesn't exist yet? 

7. If you could speak to the educators who make decisions about alternative programs, what 
would you say to them? 
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Appendix D: ALC Seniors' Postsecondary Plans 

"I've always known what I wanted to do. I'm going to go to Anoka and get my core 
requirements down, then I will transfer to the UM or St. Cloud State. I already know. 
This allows me to keep going on my path." 

"I want to be a health information technician. I'm gaining credits from college. The post-
secondary options allow me to graduate on time. Making up credits to work, etc." 

"I'm going to be an auto-mechanic. I 'm going to move into the diesel program at 
Hennepin Tech in the fall. " 

"I am going to MCTC for business management and video game technology. I want to 
make my own video games." 

"I'm going to Anoka [Community College] for a Child Development certificate." 

"First I'm enrolling in a fire safety class at HTC [Hennepin Technical College]. And 
then move on to Utah." 

"I'm staying in the cities and going to MCTC and getting into their Jewelry program." 

"I've enrolled in all of my (college) classes for next year." 
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Appendix E: Summary of Program Improvement Data 

Perceived Need: Middle Level 

Data Summary: Multiple interviewees indicated that additional options for middle level 
students were "keenly" needed. One district is operating an "in-house" program while 
another is developing options. Cost related to staffing was identified as the major issue. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

Real keen need is at the middle level. 

Middle school students- we have our "Name" program- and ~e're never sure if 
that is the right program for a middle school student but it's something. No bright 
ideas but we probably have more sections of "Name" in each middle school and 
we try to make sure that that program is not punitive. But to take ten students like 
that in a classroom and keep them in there for most of the day is not - we're 
looking for a program design for middle school students that we could afford. 

Middle school to early high school students. At one time we had a mid-level ALC 
in district but it served our students. 287 created it in response to our needs. We 
took it over and ran one. Staffing ratios at mid-levels are much richer (10:1) 
whereas at the high school you can have more students so they tend to pay for 
themselves. Districts have to augment. 

Middle school has a school within a school-have about 12 in a smaller class 
setting. Core curriculars taught within ALC-social worker, groups, etc. Where 
not feeling supported, coping skills, etc. Different things that happen outside of the 
classroom. We have had to do this on our own. 

Superintendent gave me a directive to expand the program to include junior high 
program. 

B. Counselor comments regarding challenges in counseling: 

few options at the middle school level 

middle school/junior high level students 

for students below 9th grade 

middle school students not receiving SPED services 
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Are junior high age 

Middle school mental health and behavioral 

Are younger than HS students: ?1h and 81
h grade 

C: Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming: 

Alternative Programming opportunities for students in 7th and 8th grade regular 
education students. More opportunities for students in 9th grade than currently 
exist. Opportunities for our students (grades 7-9) who are in regular education, but 
are struggling greatly with behavior issues, truancy and/or academics. 
Opportunities for students who fail 9th grade courses to make them up the next 
trimester regardless of whether or not their school can host the subject they need to 
retake. 

Alternative junior high's that have 2 schools/programs. One for remedial academic 
work and another for mental health/behavior problem students. 

7-8 grades who get out ofrehab for chemical use have no where to go. In my 
opinion sober schools for this age is what we need. 

an alternative program for middle school students who are not identified as special 
ed. 

I would love to see an alternative program for students transitioning from middle 
school to high school who have failed coursework. A place where students are 
required to attend if they have failed a certain number of classes at the middle 
school level ... instead of just moving right on to the high school. 

We need to find alternative choices for current 8111 grade students who we know are 
behind academically and will be at risk in high school 

Another middle level program. We miss the West Middle Alt program that was 
located in Minnetonka. 

Age-appropriate 

A middle school ALC that has transportation provided. 

Review of options for middle year students. 
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Perceived Need: High School Transition 

Data Summary: Supporting 9th and 101h graders transition into high school was 
expressed as a need by multiple interviewees. One mentioned assessing independent 
study as a potential alternative route. Another described an intensive high school 
summer preparation experience that is offered to low-performing incoming 9th graders. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

9th and 10th graders transition to high school. ALC committee did some research 
on this . I don ' t know where that is going. That is a continuing need. 

I'm looking at a proposal for IS 9th grade and trying to figure out whether there is 
a computer-based program that could be built in there. 

We developed a program for incoming 9th graders- Mascot Camp. Students who 
were at least two years behind grade level qualified. We had parents asking for 
their students enrolled in the program without meeting the criteria. I learned about 
that from a District Name teacher. We used the same curriculum as during school 
year. 

B. Counselor comments regarding challenges in counseling 

9th grade alternatives 

9th grade students 

9th graders 

Options for 9th graders 

Are not yet 16 years of age 

Below age 16 

C. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming 

There needs to be a way to get 9th grade students into the program and not just 
11th and 12th graders who are behind graduating. There also has to be an 
understanding that an ALC is funded by the at-risk variables listed in question 5. I 
cannot get students into our ALC, instead I am always told about how full all the 
seats are and try next year. . .I have gone to referring out of my own district. 
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9th grade program 

Programs for younger students. 

We ·struggle with program options for our 9th and 1 oth graders who are not 16 

Better and more options for sophomores who are not 16. They need to be able to 
make up 10th grade credits immediately. 

Perceived Need: English Language Learners 

Data Summary: Addressing the needs of ELL students who are not prepared to engage 
in the general education program was mentioned by multiple interviewees. Developing 
additional programming that emphasizes the development of oral language was 
described. The role of charter schools as potentially minimizing a need for programming 
was suggested. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

Major issue for most people is the ELL students- how to respond ? If you 
thinking about changing demographics-open enrollment/choice programming. 
The wrestling match is that people come here becomes of rigor and academic 
quality- some of the students are then woefully unprepared to engage in the 
school-what do we do? Is there alternative programming? 

We're waiting to see how to progress- gap still exists and we're finding ways to 
engage the communities- looking to see if there is something to be doing- the 
cultural and community elements that are part of it. 

We do have some ESL learners who would like more of a verbal options- rather 
than the (independent study) packet. Method for the ESL students is probably 
lacking. We've got our own basic skills reading, writing, and math to deal with the 
gap for the learning. 

The ESL population may be another group although there are charter schools that 
have stepped in there. 

B. Counselor comments regarding challenges in counseling 

Older ELL students ..... few good options 
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C. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming 

Bright motivated older ELL students have few options. They would be best served 
if allowed to stay at our high school, but cant because of age. 

ELL alternative (or programming at PCA) closer to EP since our population 
continues to grow. 

We are having more of our ELL students who tum 21 and they don ' t have a 
diploma. We need help in encouraging them to attend another place where they 
would receive more information. 

Perceived Need: Job-Relat.ed Preparation 

Data Summary: Two interviewees stressed the need for alternatives that would engage 
immigrant students and older students with significant credit deficits through flexible 
(weekend and evening) job-related preparation and the option for certifications. 
Another suggested that these students would be served through an adult diploma or GED 
program. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

We have a contract arrangement with a school that is set up within our district that 
is for Uob training)-focused on older students who are virtually all new 
immigrants. 287 has a program for ESL and they set it up to do this. But Program 
Name has a real advantage with a flexible schedule that goes into the evening and 
weekends. So many of the older immigrant students have to work to support self 
and family . 287's program doesn't fit the needs of this older immigrant population 
as well as PN. 

They've been without school and so are over age for 9th grade~ The prognosis for 
graduating from high school is not good- so need some alternative with industry 
connections. NAME is the best we have here, but so limited in terms of its choice 
or options. Feels better than to be working with a classroom-the student is more 
ready for getting and keeping a job. Have them on campus at Hennepin Technical 
College- sample some of these programs and then have some of the liberal arts 
skills while they are on that campus. But post-secondary college campuses- the 
cost is beyond their regular state aid. It is hard to justify. I do know that 287 has a 
program where they had students to be certified as nurses. More programming for 
job skills and certification, that would be desirable. 

I think there is a real void in the adult diploma-18-2 1 year old who hasn't been 
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able to get a diploma. 287 ran a (uc GED) WA VE. It works. A lot of the kids don't 
want to go too far from home. I think there is a need for more of that. We're 
seriously thinking about where that might be an area for us to expand into
separate site. 

C. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming 

Not every student fits into the mold of a high school 7 period a day student. There 
should also be a work component added for credit. Several students are trying to 
save money for their families, for school, or for themselves because they are on 
their own. 

Perceived Need: Intense Remediation and Credit Recovery 

Data Summary: Interviewees described the needs of students who have serious "gaps" 
in their learning and in their educational progress as warranting alternative 
programming. One identified an intensive literacy and mathematics experience as a 
potential option. Another described a need for a more systematic approach to credit 
recovery options. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

Sometimes we 're seeing high school students with so many gaps in their learning, 
some nearly illiterate, we ask whether it is best practice to schedule them in a 
traditional program. Sometimes we get the sense where if they were part of an 
intense experience that would be a catchup A short-term experience that could get 
the student caught up. 

One of the things I think we need and other districts might- those districts with 
higher poverty and students of color-a critical need for programming for students 
who need to make up credits. We need a better system of credit-recovery. We will 
not be able to sustain all of the students who need to make up those credits. We 
have a new 10th grade program where 10th graders bus over to the ALC to make 
up credits and bus back. We need help. Through our regular schools, and through 
287 They've got to be required courses that students need for graduation and must 
be in the core areas. We need help figuring out credit recovery program. Our 
problem is compounded because we have 9th grade teachers in different buildings. 
We can' t physically afford to offer 9th grade classes- offering after school 
programs, busing, etc. 

B. Counselor comments regarding challenges in counseling 

With low skills, just can't make it in the mainstream 
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C. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming. 

I'd like to see more of two things: 1) Full-time alternative settings where students 
who are SEVERELY behind on credits can catch up. 2) Evening (or better yet) & 
weekend programs for students who are parenting or working full -time but still 
want to get a diploma rather than a GED. 

Programs for student that need the Survival Skills to last in the 21st Century 
Workplace that have no chance of earning the credits for a H.S. Diploma 

Perceived Need: "On the Edge" Students 

Data Summary: Finding ways to address the needs of students who have behavioral 
issues but are not eligible for special education services was identified by a group of 
interviewees as a perplexing area. For students who are classified Special Education 
possibilities for creating a blended placement: part-day EBD, part-day experiential 
learning was raised as a solution one district is discussing. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

Still need to serve those on the edge mentally and behaviorally- not as severe but 
who are struggling with academic conceptions but don't qualify as severe enough 
(for special education). 

I can ' t say that there are groups of students who have needs. Every once in a while 
single complicated kids who have mental health problems attached to the 
cognitive. Not sure whether they should be in a program for EBD or alternatives-
they are outliers. Can't find anything for them. But I don't see a need for new 
programs. 

What are the needs of the kids that we're sending out-what do we need to do to 
keep them here- simplistically looked at. If we were to look any bigger-and the 
EBD staff would like us to look bigger- certainly about team administrative 
teachers talking about the gap of services- and how to fix that.. .Not ALC, but 
some of the work can be linked to the farm-may not be for all. We would be 
interested in something like this- not the level 5 EBD but a place where they need 
the flexibility. 
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C. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming 

Emotional issues, not necessarily behavioral needs- depression, anxiety, self 
injury, motivation 

Perceived Need: Students with Chemical Dependence 

Data Summary: Addressing the needs of students with chemical dependencies through 
additional "sober high school" options was mentioned by three interviewees. 
Considering how to keep chemically active students in school was identified as an area 
for exploration by one respondent. 

A. Administrative Interview Excerpts 

We talk about the sober high school. We have a lot of students who are chemically 
active. Wish we were doing a better job at getting at that group of students. 

Chemical health, both regular ed and non-regular ed, for any kind of at-risk 
students. It's a very, at risk behavior that we see. It would be my belief that other 
ALCs have seen that- a way to structure that in so the student doesn't have to be 
chemical free in order to be in school. Chemical health is probably the biggest 
area. 

B. Counselor comments regarding challenges in counseling. 

Chemical health programming available to all students. Resources for students 
with social struggles. 

c. Counselor recommendations for new or revised programming. 

Sober School in Osseo District 

It would be helpful if we had a sober school located nearby. Adding a lab science 
class would be helpful. Having a program for our non-graduates who haven ' t 
passed the BST's would be appreciated. 

More info on your sober school 
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Appendix F: Perceived Areas for Further Program Development 

Other areas mentioned by individuals as potential "gaps" in service: 

• World Languages (especially less common languages, e.g., Chinese) 
• Advanced Math (elementary level) 
• Services for expelled students 
• Academy for African American males 
• Experiential Learning Program 
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